FINANCE SUBCOMMITEE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Meeting Notice:
The next meeting of this subcommittee of the TARC Board of Directors will be held at:
TARC’s Headquarters 1000 W. Broadway, Louisville, KY 40203
Board Room on:
Tuesday, July 20 at 1:30 p.m.
Alternately, Board members, members of the public and/or TARC staff may join via Zoom using the following:
https://zoom.us/j/96981740225?pwd=M3ZTR0hvNDI2YjBma2FsY01yOW1oQT09
Meeting ID: 969 8174 0225
Passcode: 590055
One tap mobile: +13017158592,,96981740225#
Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons with a disability may request a reasonable
accommodation for assistance with the meeting or meeting materials. Please contact Ashlie Woods at
502.561.5108. Requests made as early as possible will allow time to arrange accommodation.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITEE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Agenda
I.

Quorum Call / Call to Order

Mary Morrow

II.

Staff Reports
a. Update on end of year Financial Statements

Tonya Carter

III.

Review of draft Resolutions for Board Meeting Action Items
a. Resolution 2021 – 22
Website Design and Hosting
b. Resolution 2021 – 23
Change Order: Dispatch Office Renovations
c. Resolution 2021 – 24
Ellipse/ Hitachi Annual Maintenance Services
d. Resolution 2021 – 25
CoTraining Services for Ellipse - Hitachi
e. Resolution 2021 – 26
Rolling Stock: AC Parts and Supplies
f. Resolution 2021 – 27
Rolling Stock: Steering Parts and Supplies
g. Resolution 2021-28
Updated TARC Agency Safety Plan

IV.

Proposed Agenda Items / Next Meeting Date
a. Transit Scheduling Professional Services
b. Officer Election and Committees for FY 2022

V.

Adjournment

Carrie Butler

1:30
1:35 – 1:45

1:45 - 2:20

Geoffrey Hobin
Geoffrey Hobin
Geoffrey Hobin
Maria Harris
Maria Harris
Carrie Butler / Lorri
Lee
Carrie Butler

2:20 – 2:25

2:30

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mary Morrow, Chair of TARC Board of Directors

From:

Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Date:

July 27, 2021

Re:

Resolution 2021-22 Website Design and Hosting (RFP 20211041)

TARC released a Request for Proposal (RFP) on March 26, 2021 seeking website design and
hosting services. Fourteen (14) proposals were received from qualified and responsive firms. The
evaluation committee made up of five (5) TARC team members, evaluated and scored all
proposals according to the criteria provided in the solicitation. The top-ranking proposals were
received from:
Trillium Solutions Inc.
Planeteria Media
ZED Digital

•
•
•

After the preliminary scoring of proposals and as part of the procurement process, a presentation
and interview were conducted. All three (3) presenters provided clarifications to the evaluation
committee’s questions. At the end of the presentations, the evaluation committee members
deliberated, evaluated and scored according to the same evaluation criteria prescribed in the
solicitation. Planeteria Media received the highest score and its proposed pricing is below our
internal independent cost estimate, as indicated below:
•
•
•

Website Design and Redevelopment One-time Cost - $52,250.00
Annual Hosting and Managed Maintenance Cost - $5,760.00 per year for a 5-year total
cost of $28,800.00
Other work as requested - Cost Per Hour $110.00

The Review Committee recommends the Website Redevelopment project be awarded to
Planeteria Media. Planeteria Media’s proposal for Website Redevelopment is determined to be
fair, reasonable and the most favorable to TARC’s operations.
This resolution requests the Board of Directors to authorize the Executive Director to enter into a
fixed-price agreement for the redevelopment of TARC’s website and shall include recurring
service support and maintenance for the website for a total of five (5) years. Please call me at
561-5100 if you have any questions. Thank you.

RESOLUTION 2021-22
Website Redevelopment, Support and Maintenance
A Resolution authorizing the Executive Director to enter into a fixed-price website redevelopment
agreement with Planeteria Media based upon the proposed statement of work and price submitted
by Planeteria to the RFP for Website Redevelopment:
WHEREAS, TARC seeks a contractor to provide and assist TARC with website redevelopment
as well as recurring and on-going support and maintenance services for TARC’s website; and,
WHEREAS, TARC received the statement of work and the pricing proposal from Planeteria and
it was determined out of the three finalists to be the most responsive, responsible and fair and
reasonably priced below TARC’s internal cost estimate for such services; and,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Transit Authority of River
City that:
The Executive Director is hereby authorized to enter into a fixed-price agreement with Planeteria
Media based upon the attached bid pricing for a project amount of $52,250.00 with an additional
five (5) years in annual support and maintenance services for the website at $5,760 annually (i.e.
$28,800 over 5 years), plus any additional work requested by TARC, which will be provided in
writing, at an hourly rate of $110.00 for a total not to exceed amount of a fixed sum of $81,050.00
plus any other monies for additional work as requested by TARC.
ADOPTED THIS 27th DAY OF JULY 2021

_______________________________
Mary Morrow, Chair of the Board of Directors

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mary Morrow, Chair of TARC Board of Directors

From:

Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Date:

July 27, 2021

Re:

Resolution 2021 – 23, Change Order for Contract 2020642, Renovation of Dispatch
Office

On March 23, 2021, TARC awarded contract 2020642, Renovation of TARC’s Dispatch
Office, to Churchill McGee. As bid, the project included selective demolition and
renovation of the existing Dispatch Office in our Operations Building. New flooring was
included in the scope of work. The contract price, including a ten percent contingency,
was $163,735.00.
Shortly after demolition began we received a call from Churchill McGee’s project manager
explaining that when workers removed the rubber tile from the floor for replacement, a
layer of older vinyl tile began to tear and come up with it. Out of an abundance of caution,
work was stopped and McCall and Spero Environmental, an accredited testing laboratory,
removed samples of the tile and the tile mastic to test for asbestos. Two days later we
received the test results from the lab. While no asbestos was found in any tile samples,
the tile mastic or adhesive was found to contain approximately 3% chrysotile asbestos.
Asbestos is a health risk when it becomes airborne and can be inhaled. There was no
risk of exposure associated with the mastic prior to this demolition, since the mastic was
not exposed and not friable. To avoid any risk whatsoever of disturbing the mastic during
demolition, TARC chose to follow common abatement procedures. We authorized
Churchill McGee to contract with a firm qualified to perform asbestos abatement.
The total cost of the abatement, including the cost to remove and relocate furniture,
exceeds our contingency on this project by $2,774.50. At this time I ask for your approval
to increase the not to exceed amount of our contract with Churchill McGee by $10,000.
The increase will cover the abatement and any additional changes to scope we may
encounter prior to completion of the project.
Attached to this memo is a resolution requesting your approval of a change order to
contract 2020642 in the amount of $10,000.00. If you approve, the new contract total will
be $173,735.00. We have available funding to obligate towards this change order.
Please call me at 561-5100 if you have any questions. Thank you.

RESOLUTION 2021-23
Contract 2020642, Renovation of TARC Dispatch Office
A Resolution authorizing the Executive Director to issue a change order to contract
2020642 with Churchill McGee for $10,000.00, increasing the total not to exceed value
of the contract to $173,735.00.
WHEREAS, TARC awarded contract 2020642, Renovation of TARC’s Dispatch Office
on March 23, 2021; and
WHEREAS, the unintended disturbance of original tile flooring in the office revealed a
potential risk of exposure to asbestos; and
WHEREAS, TARC proceeded with its contractor to have multiple samples tested; and
WHEREAS, there was no detectable asbestos in floor or ceiling tiles, but there was a
detectable amount of 3% chrysotile asbestos in the tile mastic; and
WHEREAS, in order to reduce the very low risk of exposure to zero, TARC authorized
Churchill McGee to contract with a firm qualified to perform asbestos abatement; and
WHEREAS, the abatement cost exceeded TARC’s contingency amount for this project;
and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Transit
Authority of River City that:
The Executive Director is hereby authorized to issue a change order to contract
2020642 with Churchill McGee for $10,000.00, increasing the total not to exceed value
of the contract to $173,735.00.

ADOPTED THIS 27th DAY OF JULY 2021

_______________________________
Mary Morrow, Chair of the Board of Directors

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mary Morrow, Chair of TARC Board of Directors

From:

Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Date:

July 27, 2021

Re:

Resolution 2021-24 Sole Source 20211525 Ellipse Annual Licensing Fees

TARC’s enterprise-wide resource planning system, Ellipse, was originally procured and awarded
through a competitive bidding process in early 2000. Ellipse provides an enterprise resource
planning function and controls TARC’s maintenance management, purchasing, materials
management, accounting, budgeting, payroll, human resources, training records and grants
management. The system was implemented in 2002 and later upgraded in 2018. The software
product has been bought and sold over this time period; the current owner and contract holder is
Hitachi Power Grids (Hitachi).
The most recent upgrade and contract terms for maintenance and licensing was included in
Resolution 2016-26 (a two year term with options for $1,878, 500) which was subsequently
amended by Resolution 2017-37 for an additional $750,000 and then Resolution 2018-37
approved the last year of the term at $750,000.
In order to meet TARC’s asset management and state of good repair requirements, continued
use of the Ellipse software system is necessary. In May 2021, TARC asked Hitachi for a sole
source quote for the continued licensing and support of the Ellipse software system. Based on
our request, Hitachi provided the following pricing for the upcoming five (5) years. Beginning July
1, 2021, our agreement with Hitachi will be renewable annually. TARC also requested a change
in the billing cycle from annual to quarterly invoicing. Hitachi has agreed to the requested change.
YEAR
2021
2022
ESCALATOR
5%
5%
ANNUAL FEE $145,364.10 $152,632.31

2023
5%
$160,263.92

2024
5%
$168,277.12

2025
5%
$176,690.97

The Purchasing Department performed a pricing analysis and an Independent Cost Estimate for
the licensing fees and found that the price provided is fair and reasonable and is recommending
the award of an agreement for Ellipse Software Licensing to Hitachi.
This resolution requests the Board of Directors authorize the Executive Director to enter into a
licensing agreement with an initial term of one (1) year and an option of four (4) one-year terms
with Hitachi for Ellipse ERP Software for a not to exceed amount of $803,228.42.
Please call me at 561-5100 if you have any questions. Thank you.

RESOLUTION 2021-24
Ellipse Software Licensing
A Resolution authorizing the Executive Director to enter into a contract with an Initial Term of one
(1) year with an Option of four (4) one-year terms for Ellipse Software and Licensing.
WHEREAS, TARC seeks an enterprise resource planning software firm to provide and assist
TARC with its Financial and Operational resource software system needs; and,
WHEREAS, a sole source quote request for pricing proposal was requested on May 25, 2021;
and
WHEREAS, TARC received a proposal from Hitachi Power Grids, which was deemed responsible
and responsive; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Transit Authority of River
City that:
The Executive Director is hereby authorized to enter into a contract with an Initial Term of one (1)
year with an Option of four (4) additional one-year terms with Hitachi Power Grids based upon
Price Sheet herein for Ellipse Software and Licensing for a not-to-exceed amount of $803,228.42.
ADOPTED THIS 27th DAY OF JULY 2021

_______________________________
Mary Morrow, Chair of the Board of Directors

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mary Morrow, Chair of TARC Board of Directors

From:

Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Date:

July 27, 2021

Re:

Resolution 2021-25 Cosol /AddOns Additional Services for Ellipse Training

Ellipse software is used as TARC’s enterprise resource planning system, which includes
purchasing and materials management. This system is critical for the team members in the
Purchasing Department. Over the past year, the Purchasing team, which includes a Director, four
buyers / contract coordinator, and parts clerks has faced a series of retirements leaving the current
team in place with a fairly significant need for training on Ellipse. Providing continual support and
professional development of staff is essential in order to achieve and maintain all of our assets in
a state of good repair.
In addition to our support agreement with Hitachi (see Resolution 2021-24), TARC also maintains
a software support agreement with Cosol (formerly Add Ons, see Resolution 2021-03) for
software support and hosting, with training and other services as an additional scope of work at
a set hourly rate. For this training for the Purchasing team, TARC requested a proposal from
Cosol, formerly AddOns, our host and supplier of consulting services for Ellipse. A Statement of
Work (SOW) with pricing was provided by Cosol. The SOW was negotiated to our satisfaction,
and a pricing analysis was performed to ensure that the pricing is fair and reasonable.
The price quoted to provide this training is $21,000, as noted in the attached Statement of Work.
That price does not include travel expenses, which should in no case exceed $3,500.
This resolution requests that the Board of Directors authorize the Executive Director to enter into
a one-time additional services agreement with Cosol for a total not to exceed $24,500. Please
call me at 561-5100 if you have any questions. Thank you.

RESOLUTION 2021-25
Additional Services for Ellipse Training
A Resolution authorizing the Executive Director to enter into a one-time additional services
agreement with Cosol based upon the attached Statement of Work for a total not to exceed
$24,500.
WHEREAS, TARC reaffirms its desire to achieve the goals established in our Transit Asset
Management (TAM) Plan; and
WHEREAS, TARC acknowledges that it is vital for staff, especially new staff, to receive
appropriate and complete training on the use of our asset management system; and,
WHEREAS, the staff of TARC’s Purchasing Department, which manages the foundation of our
asset management system, are all new within the past year; and,
WHEREAS, TARC requested a proposal from Cosol, formerly AddOns, our host and supplier of
consulting services for Ellipse; and,
WHEREAS, Cosol provided a Statement of Work (SOW) with pricing; and,
WHEREAS, TARC reviewed and negotiated adjustments to the SOW, and found the pricing
proposal to be responsive and responsible;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Transit Authority of River
City that:
The Executive Director is hereby authorized Director to enter into a one-time additional services
agreement with Cosol based upon the attached Statement of Work for a total not to exceed
$24,500.
ADOPTED THIS 27th DAY OF JULY 2021

_______________________________
Mary Morrow, Chair of the Board of Directors

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mary Morrow, Chair of TARC Board of Directors

From:

Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Date:

July 27, 2021

Re:

Resolution 2021-26 Air Conditioning Parts and Supplies (IFB 20211683)

On May 6, 2021, TARC released an Invitation for Bid 20211683 for Air Conditioning Parts and
Supplies which included thirty-eight (38) inventory parts. The solicitation intent is to award the
contract to the lowest bidder or bidders. On June 3, 2021, we received responses from five (5)
qualified bidders and evaluated all the bids based on the requirements and lowest bid proposed.
Based upon the requirement of the solicitation and the proposed lowest bids, the procurement
department evaluated the following proposals as being deemed responsive and responsible. The
selection was made and the intent to award to multi-vendor based on lowest pricing to the
following responsive bidders:
•
•
•
•
•

Gillig LLC
Mohawk Manufacturing and Supply Company
Muncie Transit Supply
Southern Coach Parts Company
Thermo King Midwest, Inc.

Procurement Department proposes a multi-vendor award contract of Air Conditioning Parts and
Supplies to the above vendors to enter into a 3-year initial term and two additional 1-year options
with a not to exceed amount of $300,237.75 for a total term of five (5) years.
YEAR 1
$51,177.46

INITIAL TERM
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
$55,271.66 $59,693.39

OPTIONAL TERM
YEAR 4
YEAR 5
TOTAL
$64,468.86 $69,626.37 $300,237.75

The Review Committee recommends the award of Air Conditioning Parts and Supplies to Gillig
LLC, Mohawk Manufacturing and Supply Company, Muncie Transit Supply, Southern Coach
Parts Company and Thermo King Midwest, Inc. The multi-vendor proposal for Air Conditioning
Parts and Supplies is determined to be the most favorable to TARC’s operations.
This resolution is requesting the Board of Directors to authorize the Executive Director to enter
into a multi-vendor contract with an initial three-year term and two additional one-year options
with the responsive bidders listed directly above. Please call me at 561-5100 if you have any
questions. Thank you.

RESOLUTION 2021-26
Air Conditioning Parts and Supplies
A Resolution authorizing the Executive Director to enter into a multi-vendor contract for an initial
three (3) year term with two additional one (1)-year options with Gillig LLC, Mohawk
Manufacturing and Supply Company, Muncie Transit Supply, Southern Coach Parts Company
and Thermo King Midwest, Inc. based upon the attached bid pricing for Air Conditioning Parts
and Supplies:
WHEREAS, TARC seeks a multi-vendor contract to provide and assist TARC with its Air
Conditioning Parts and Supplies needs; and,
WHEREAS, a solicitation, Air Conditioning Parts and Supplies Invitation for Bid (IFB 20211683),
was issued and advertised to the public on May 6, 2021; and,
WHEREAS, TARC received five (5) proposals for Air Conditioning Parts and Supplies (IFB
20211683) from Gillig LLC, Mohawk Manufacturing and Supply Company, Muncie Transit Supply,
Southern Coach Parts Company and Thermo King Midwest, Inc., which were all determined to
be responsive and responsible; and,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Transit Authority of River
City that:
The Executive Director is hereby authorized to enter into a multi-vendor contract for an initial three
(3) year term with two additional one (1)-year options with Gillig LLC, Mohawk Manufacturing and
Supply Company, Muncie Transit Supply, Southern Coach Parts Company and Thermo King
Midwest, Inc. based upon the attached bid pricing for Air Conditioning Parts and Supplies (IFB
20211683) for a not-to-exceed amount of $300,237.75.
ADOPTED THIS 27th DAY OF JULY 2021

_______________________________
Mary Morrow, Chair of the Board of Directors

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mary Morrow, Chair of TARC Board of Directors

From:

Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Date:

July 27, 2021

Re:

Resolution 2021-27 Steering Parts and Supplies (IFB 20211682)

On May 1, 2021, TARC released an Invitation for Bid 20211682 for Steering Parts and Supplies
which included fourteen (14) inventory parts. The solicitation intent is to award the contract to the
lowest bidder or bidders. On June 11, 2021 we received three (3) responses from qualified
vendors and evaluated the bids based on the requirements and lowest bid proposed.
Based upon the requirement of the solicitation and the proposed lowest bid, the procurement
department evaluated the proposals and performed a market analysis. All vendor proposals were
deemed responsive and responsible. The selections were made and the intent to award to multivendors was based on lowest pricing.
Procurement Department proposes a multi-bid award contract of Steering Parts and Supplies to
Muncie Transit Supply, Mohawk Manufacturing Supply Company and Neopart Transit for a 3-year
initial term with two additional 1-year options with a not to exceed amount of $470,095.16 for a
total term of five (5) years.
YEAR 1
$80,130.75

INITIAL TERM
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
$86,541.22 $93,464.51

OPTIONAL TERM
YEAR 4
YEAR 5
TOTAL
$100,941.67 $109,017.01 $470,095.16

The Review Committee recommends the award of Steering Parts and Supplies to Muncie Transit
Supply, Mohawk Manufacturing Supply Company and Neopart Transit. The vendor proposal for
Steering Parts and Supplies are determined to be the most favorable to TARC’s operations.
This resolution requests the Board of Directors to authorize the Executive Director to enter into a
contract for an initial three (3)-year term and two additional one (1)-year options with Muncie
Transit Supply, Mohawk Manufacturing Supply Company and Neopart Transit for Steering Parts
and Supplies. Please call me at 561-5100 if you have any questions. Thank you.

RESOLUTION 2021-27
Steering Parts and Supplies
A Resolution authorizing the Executive Director to enter into a contract for an initial three (3) year
term with two additional one (1)-year options with Muncie Transit Supply, Mohawk Manufacturing
Supply Company and Neopart Transit based upon the attached bid pricing in the proposals
submitted by the three bidders set forth directly above for Steering Parts and Supplies.
WHEREAS, TARC seeks a vendor or vendors to provide and assist TARC with its Steering Parts
and Supplies needs; and,
WHEREAS, a solicitation, (IFB) 20211682 Steering Parts and Supplies Invitation for Bid, was
issued and advertised to the public on May 1, 2021; and,
WHEREAS, TARC received three (3) responses for (IFB) 20211682 Steering Parts and Supplies
and the proposals from Muncie Transit Supply, Mohawk Manufacturing Supply Company and
Neopart Transit were determined to be responsive and responsible; and,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Transit Authority of River
City that:
The Executive Director is hereby authorized to enter into a contract for a three (3) year initial term
with two additional 1-year options with Muncie Transit Supply, Mohawk Manufacturing Supply
Company and Neopart Transit based upon the attached bid pricing in the proposals submitted by
the three aforementioned entities directly above with respect to (IFB) 20211682 for Steering Parts
and Supplies for a not-to-exceed amount of $470,095.16.
ADOPTED THIS 27th DAY OF JULY 2021

_______________________________
Mary Morrow, Chair of the Board of Directors

MEMORANDUM
To:

Mary Morrow, Chair of TARC Board of Directors

From:

Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Date:

July 27, 2021

Re:

Resolution 2021-28 TARC’s FY 2022 Agency Safety Plan

In March 2021, the TARC Board of Directors approved the inaugural TARC Agency Safety Plan
by Resolution 2021-06. The Agency Safety Plan is required by the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) that transit agencies receiving Section 5307 funds prepare and maintain an Agency Safety
Plan (Plan).
The Plan was thusly approved and sent to the Kentuckiana Regional Planning and Development
Agency (KIPDA) who reviewed it in order to be in keeping with local and state short to long term
transportation planning requirements. Specifically, the Safety Targets were reviewed and they are
to be included in KIPDA’s transportation plans. TARC and other transportation agencies (Federal
Highway, Louisville Metro, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet) are all now required to set and
annually review these safety targets. Upon review and in consultation with KIPDA, TARC
recommends that the Fiscal Year 2022 Safety Targets be updated as follows:
Safety Performance Targets
Fatalities
(Total)

Fatalities
(Rate per
100,000
VRM)

Injuries
(Total)

Injuries
(Rate per
100,000
VRM)

Fixed Route

0

0.0036

55

.77

Paratransit

0

0.0160

10

.18

Mode of
Transit
Service

Safety
Events
(Rate per
100,000
VRM)
35
.47

Safety
Events
(Total)

5

.13

System
Reliability
5,478
70,781

The accompanying resolution amends the Safety Plan to replace the Safety Targets with those
shown above. No additional changes to the plan are requested at this time.
Please call me at 561-5100 if you have any questions. Thank you.

RESOLUTION 2021- 28
Transit Authority of River City Agency Safety Plan
WHEREAS, United States Code, Title 49.Transportation, Subtitle III General and Intermodal
Programs, Chapter 53 Public Transportation, Section 5307 Urbanized Area Formula Grants
provides that public transportation agencies prepare and maintain an agency safety plan. On July
19, 2018, Federal Transit Administration (FTA) published the Public Transportation Agency Safety
Plan (PTASP) Final Rule, which requires certain operators of public transportation systems that
receive federal funds under FTA’s Urbanized Area Formula Grants to develop safety plans that
include the processes and procedures to implement Safety Management Systems (SMS).
WHEREAS, TARC seeks to revise the Safety Targets included in the Agency Safety, and;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Transit Authority of
River City hereby authorizes the FY 2022 Agency Safety Plan.

ADOPTED THIS 27th DAY OF JULY 2021

_______________________________
Mary Morrow, Chair of the Board of Directors

AGENCY SAFETY PLAN 2021
TRANSIT AUTHORITY OF RIVER CITY

Original – March 23, 2021
Revised – July 27, 2021

1. Transit Agency Information
Transit Agency Name
Transit Agency
Address
Name and Title of
Accountable
Executive
Name of Chief Safety
Officer or SMS
Executive
Mode(s) of Service
Covered by This Plan
Mode(s) of Service
Provided by the
Transit Agency
(Directly operated or
contracted service)
Does the agency
provide transit
services on behalf of
another transit
agency or entity?
Name and Address of
Transit Agency(ies)
or Entity(ies) for
Which Service Is
Provided

Transit Authority of River City (TARC)
1000 W Broadway, Louisville, KY 40203
Carrie Butler, Executive Director

Lorri Lee, Director of Safety and Security
Fixed Route;
Paratransit

List All FTA Funding
Types (e.g., 5307,
5337, 5339)

5307,
5339,
administer of 5310.

and

Fixed Route and Paratransit (or TARC 3) through a contract with MV; MV
Maintains their own separate Safety Plan and holds the responsibility for the
distribution of the plan to all its personnel, and for compliance with the plan.

Yes

No

Description of
Arrangement(s)

Not applicable

Not applicable

TARC Agency Safety Plan 2021
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2. Plan Development, Approval, and Updates
Name of Entity That
Drafted This Plan
Signature by the
Accountable
Executive

Approval by the
Board of Directors or
an Equivalent
Authority

Lorri Lee, Director of Safety and Security, TARC
Signature of Accountable Executive

Date of Signature

Name of Individual/Entity That Approved
This Plan

Date of Approval

TARC Board of Directors

03/23/2021

Relevant Documentation (Title and Location)
Board Resolution 2021-06
Name of Individual/Entity That Certified
This Plan

Certification of
Compliance

Date of Certification

Pat Mulvhill, General Counsel
Relevant Documentation (Title and Location)

Version Number and Updates
Version
Number

Section/Pages
Affected

0

Reason for Change

Date Issued

TARC 2004 System Safety Program Plan

2004

1

NEW

Original Document

2021

2

Page 3

Revised Safety Targets for FY 2022

2021

Annual Review and Update of the Agency Safety Plan
TARC's Agency Safety Plan (ASP) will be reviewed and updated as necessary on an annual
basis July 1st. The Chief Safety Officer (CSO) is responsible for updating safety performance and
this plan. The ASP will be presented to the Accountable Executive for approval by the CSO. The
Accountable Executive will then approve and forward to TARC's Board of Directors for approval
at the July Board of Directors meeting. This ASP addresses all applicable requirements and
standards as set forth in Federal Transportation Association (FTA) Public Transportation Safety
Program and the National Public Transportation Safety Plan. This plan is applicable to TARC's
contractors.

TARC Agency Safety Plan 2021
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3. Safety Performance Targets
Safety Performance Targets
Fatalities
(Total)

Fatalities
(Rate per
100,000
VRM)

Injuries
(Total)

Injuries
(Rate per
100,000
VRM)

Fixed Route

0

0.0036

55

.77

Paratransit

0

0.0160

10

.18

Mode of
Transit
Service

Safety
Safety
Events
Events (Rate per
(Total)
100,000
VRM)
35
.47
5

.13

System
Reliability
5,478
70,781

Safety Performance Target Coordination
Annually TARC's Transit Asset Management (TAM) targets have been incorporated into the
MPO/KIPDA Project Management Plan (PMP). The Age of Fleet targets listed in the PMP are
critical for TARC's safety goals and are also considered Safety targets. Safety was MPO's/KIPDA’s
#1 target overall. There were no specific transit safety targets in the PMP. TARC will coordinate,
to the maximum extent practicable, with the State and MPO to support the selection of State and
MPO transit safety performance targets. TARC makes staff members available at all time for the
distribution of this plan. Safety Performance targets in this ASP are made available to the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet.
Targets
Transmitted to
the State
Targets
Transmitted to
the Metropolitan
Planning
Organization(s)

State Entity Name

Date Targets Transmitted

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

To be submitted upon plan approval

Metropolitan Planning Organization
Name
Kentuckiana
Regional
Planning
Development Agency

TARC Agency Safety Plan 2021
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4. Safety Management Policy
Safety Management Policy Statement
“TARC, the Transit Authority of River City, is committed to providing a safe and secure work
environment.
Our employees are critical to the success of that commitment and play an important role in
protecting our team, our customers, and our property. We are all responsible for exercising safe
work practices, following the proper safety and security procedures, and immediately reporting
potentially harmful conditions and accidents.
SAFETY IS: protection from and elimination of any element or agent which may jeopardize the
welfare and/or safety of a person or of the assets of TARC.
SECURITY IS: protection from the loss of life, and loss by fire, theft, flood, drought, deterioration
of property, civil suit, or any element from which TARC, its employees and customers may suffer
embarrassment and/or financial loss.
The provision of Safety and Security to a great degree also covers the customers we serve. As we
provide transportation and help our communities get to work, school and access the important
resources of life, we must provide a safe and secure environment. As TARC often provides the
first impression of our region to many residents and visitors each day, we place a high priority on
upholding this commitment to ensuring the care and well-being of our customers. If every team
member strives to dedicate themselves to this commitment, TARC will succeed in developing a
unified focus towards the safety and security of our employees, our customers and our finances.
Thank you for doing your part to guarantee TARC’s commitment to Safety and Security.”
Purpose:
This agency safety plan is designed to bring about necessary change and is built upon former
safety efforts. By developing and insisting upon an active, system-wide program, TARC is prepared
to satisfy and even exceed federal and state requirements. This plan has been developed to be an
accident prevention tool. It is the intent of this plan to become a catalyst in developing a positive
safety culture.This plan remains a living document and continues to evolve with the needs of both
the agency and the community. Given adequate resources, effective team support and leadership,
the plan supports meeting customer demand for safe travel. Finally, this plan allows opportunity for
strategic management of safety practices and culture by providing the necessary framework for
success.
Objectives:
To eliminate, minimize, and control workplace hazards by reducing management, design, and
communication errors.
To promote a positive safety culture.
To protect TARC members and the public from harm.
To establish TARC as a leader in transit safety.
To provide necessary paths for reporting unsafe conditions in the workplace.
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To record steady reductions in casualty, liability, and property loss of no less than 10% per year
through a reinforced infrastructure that lends itself to optimizing system safety.
Roles and Responsibilities
The responsibility of implementing this plan is with TARC’s Safety and Security Department AND
all of TARC’s personnel including but not limited to the Board of Directors, Accountable Executives,
Directors, Managers, Supervisors and front line employees to maintain optimal standards and stay
consistent with TARC'S commitment to safety.

Safety Management Policy Communication
TARC’s ‘Commitment To Safety Management Policy Statement’ is communicated to the Board of
Directors through TARC’s review and approval process annually. The Policy Statement is readily
accessible and communicated to all TARC personnel.
The Chief Safety Officer is the leader of communication of TARC's Safety Plan, and is responsible
for how these polices and procedures are distributed amongst all TARC personnel and its
contractors.
The Chief Safety Officer provides accessibility to these policies and procedures by verbal
communciation in meetings, electronic message boards, weekly toolbox talks and posting it on
safety bulletin boards at all of TARC’s facilities.
A printed copy can be requested by any TARC personnel through TARC’s Safety and Security
Department.

Authorities, Accountabilities, and Responsibilities

Accountable
Executive

TARC’s Executive Director selects and assigns qualified individuals to fulfill
the duties of executing this Safety Plan. TARC’s Executive Director and/or
Assistant Executive Director are responsible for the following:
• Assigning the necessary resources to ensure the implementation
and control of the Safety Plan, which include human resources,
specialized skills, technology and financial resources
• Carrying out the Agency Safety Plan (ASP) and the Transit Asset
Management (TAM) Plan
• Controlling or directing the human and capital resources needed to
develop and maintain the ASP and the TAM Plan
• Ensuring that this plan is effectively implemented, and action is
taken, as necessary, to address substandard performance
• Reviewing and endorsing this document

Chief Safety
Officer or SMS
Executive

TARC’s Accountable Executive delegates the task of the distribution and
day to day Safety operations to the Chief Safety Officer. This Safety Plan
resides in TARC’s Safety Department. The Chief Safety Officer is
responsible for the following:
• Ensuring in collaboration with Department Directors, that the Safety
plan is integrated, documented and communicated along with
TARC’s organizational structure
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiating safety reviews and/or spot checks are performed in a timely
manner
Monitoring the effectiveness of TARC’s Safety Plan
To recommend and initiate actions to eliminate actual or potential
safety problems
Responsible for managing and revising TARC's Safety Plan yearly
Develops TARC's Safety policy and procedures to maintain
standards of Safety Plan
Provides yearly reports of TARC'S KPI dashboard
Reports directly to the Accountable Executive

Executive Management and Agency Leadership are responsible for
informing the Safety and Security Department of safety realted issues and
executing theior roles as part of this plan. Executive Management includes
the Chief Safety Officer; Chief Financial Officer; Director of Mainteance
(Chief Maintenance Officer); Diretor of Transportation (Chief Operating
Officer); Director of Planning (Chief Operations Planning).
This group is responsible for:
• Informing the Chief Safety Officer of any opinions, ideas and
concerns of brought to the management team by employees during
the proposal, preparation or revision of documents. Management
team members are responsible for document change and are
required to participate in a sign-off process.
• Assigning key staff and leadership to help support all essential
Agency Leadership
personnel who are responsible for the creation and revision of this
and Executive
Safety
Plan
Management
• Making it a priority to enforce the standards and policies of this
Safety Plan on a daily bases.
• Working with the Safety and Security department on the
implementation of the Safety plan in each department;
• Modifing department policies to make sure they uphold the standard
of this Safety Plan
• Keeping good communication with the Director of Safety on the
distrubution of the Safety Plan, and making sure that if any assitance
is needed upon creation of the plan that it is given
• Revising and modifying polices that uphold the standard of this
Safety Plan

Key Staff

Key Staff positions include Safety Investigators, Road Supervisors,
Maintenance Shift Supervisors, or other departmental Supervisors. Their
responsibilities are, but are not limited to, the following:
• Upholding standards for the policy and procedures of this Safety
Plan
• Enforcing the implementation of this Safety Plan
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•
•

•

Keeping the documents that support this Safety Plan and maintain
the implementation
Safety Investigators are responsible for the investigation of all
Preventable and Non-Preventable accidents and tracking
documentation in the reporting systems
Keeping compliance and reporting any discrepancies to the Safety
Department

Additionally, TARC has committees that further support implementation of
this Safety Plan.
TARC's Health and Safety Committee is responsible for helping promote
monthly safety initiatives, including but not limited to review of Coach
Operators safety complaints and work hazards; reports on work and road
hazards to TARC's Safety Investigators; and ensuring that TARC maintains
a high standard of safety all around the properties and facilities.
Accident and Incident Review Board is composed by seven members
and is responsible for thoroughly investigating accidents and incidents
outcomes that cannot be agreed upon by the Safety Department and ATU
members.

Employee Safety Reporting Program (ESRP)
TARC has multiple systems in place for all TARC personnel as well as the public to report safety
concerns and/or safety hazards. The public has the option of reporting a concern or hazard through
a variety of methods: in person, mail, phone or email. TARC’s Customer Service department logs
these in a reporting system, Trapeze COMM. The concern or hazard will then be documented and
investigated by TARC’s Safety and Security Department.
The Employee Safety Reporting Program (ESRP) is intended to help the Accountable Executive
and other senior management access important safety information. This information is a critical
source of safety data. TARC has two types of safety reporting programs mandatory and voluntary.
Defined as follows:
Mandatory: Employees must report hazards that are compliance-based and address
regulatory issues. Employees are required to immediately report every incident and
accident . An employee’s failure to report or provide false information of an unsafe hazard
or act could result in disciplinary action.
Voluntary: Employees are strongly encourged to reoprt hazards and can report
anonymously. Every employee is empowered to report an unsafe hazard/risk to their
supervisor or senior management without fear of retrbution or penalty.
Employees will have the option to report anonymously to maintain confidentiality. The ESRP should
be non-punitive and employees will not be disciplined for the act of reporting an issue. There will
be times when employees must report hazards that are compliance-based and address regulatory
issues, which include: record fasifications, drug / alcohol violations, gross negligent behavior, failure
to report accidents/incidents, and serious safety hazards. These reports may result in disciplinary
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actions. A ‘Hazard/ Risk Report Form’ shall be completed immediately, so proactive measures can
be taken as soon as possible. Depending on the perceived level of risk and severity , the report
shall be submitted immediately or by the end of the employee’s shift. This form may be submitted
on hard copy, email or in a system; this variety of submittal methods ensures that all employees
have the ability to submit an incident or idea, regardless of comfort with computer skills.
Input by employees into the ESRP can include safety concern reporting, operational system
description, hazared identification, safety deficiencies, risk assessments , potentioal consequences
of hazards, or recommended safety risk mitigations.
The following are examples of reports that may include :
• Safety hazards in the operating environment (e.g. road conditions)
• Policies and procedures that aren’t working as intended (e.g. changes in procedures)
• Events that Senior Management might not otherwise know about (e.g. near misses)
• Information and Events surrounding safety events which occurred (e.g. radio
communication challenges that contributed to an incident)
The information that TARC receives through this source will help resolve the reported hazard and
then to allow the supervisor or senior management of changes that may need to be made to
mitigate safety hazards in the future.
All TARC personnel are encouraged and may report any safety concerns without fear of retaliation
to the following but not limited to: Executive Management, Senior Management, Managers,
Supervisors, Safety Investigators, Near Miss reports, and Operator reports. No personnel will be
penalized for reporting safety hazards or events. All parties will most likely receive the proper
updates in regards to results of any investigation and or action taken from their initial report. Except
for illegal activities or intentional disregard for regulations, policies and or procedures. This process
applies to all of TARC’s contractors as well.
The Safety and Security Department will lead the effort on collection, analysis, resolution and
monitoring of hazards and feedback entered the through the ESRP. The Safety and Security
Department will lead this process, with inputs from subject-matter experts in operations and
maintenance. All information collected through TARC’s ESRP will feed into our hazard
indentification and analysis process.
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5. Safety Risk Management
Safety Risk Management Process
TARC's Chief Safety Officer along with Safety Investigators make it a priority to investigate and
identify hazards and consequences in order to successfully mitigate risk. The following describes
the process by which workplace hazards are analyzed in a uniform manner.
Key Definitions:
Hazard: A condition that is pre-requisite to a mishap.
Risk: An expression of the possibility of a mishap in terms of hazard severity and hazard probability.
Safety: Freedom from accidental danger
Assumed Risk: A specific, analyzed, residual risk accepted at an appropriate level of
management. Ideally the risk has had analysis of alternatives for increasing control and evaluation
of significance of consequences.
Safety Hazard identification and Analysis: Hazard identification could be submitted directly, or
could be derived from trends or other data analyses. Hazards can be identified through a variety of
sources, including:
• Passenger Feedback
• ESRP
• Investigations
• Observations
• Reviews
Once a hazard is identified it will be tracked in a ‘Safety Risk Log’. TARC will utilize the FTA
template provided. This will include the description of the risk, rating of the risk, the action to
address it, and how we are going to monitor that action for its effectiveness. Hazards will be rated
with an “as reported“risk assessment ranking, which will be followed up for a revaluation after a
mitigation strategy has been implemented.
Reviews: Monthly performance our quarterly reviews of both leading and lagging indicators
Observations: Road observations, Customer/passenger comments and third-party notifications
Audits and Inspections: Monthly facility inspection, daily walk-through, refresher training
evaluations, Maintenance audit and the Director of Safety and Security’s audit
Investigations: Accident and Incident investigations and injury root-cause investigation
Hazard Analysis: Once the hazard has been identified, it must then be analyzed. Analysis may
include a description of the hazard, supporting results documents, photos and/or suggestions for
resolution. Unless the hazard can be eliminated its risk must then be managed. TARC will analyze
this risk in terms of how likely it is to happen - probability or frequency; and how bad it could be –
severity and then determine the best method for remediation (refer to the ‘Hazard Probability
Categories and Hazard Resolution Matrix’ in the Appendix).
Near Miss Reporting: Near misses will be collected and encouraged through ESRP. Near Miss
Reporting can be completed on the ‘Hazard Risk Form’ and reported.
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Safety Risk Assessment: TARC identifies hazards to analyze events that may have a negative
or dangerous impact on, people, assets and or the environment. Hazards are classified and ranked
in a process that determines if they are unacceptable based on likelihood of occurrence and
severity. TARC then allocates and prioritizes the resources available to remove or correct
unacceptable hazards.
Safety Mitigation: This process is designed to help manage, eliminate or reduce an identified risk
or hazard to an acceptable level. This process will allow for TARC to consistently monitor this phase
by consistently monitoring it to see if changes need to be made or the course of action currently be
taken is the most efficient for the current risk or hazard.
The first step will be to assume or accept that the risk needs immediate attention, is a threat but no
immediate action is needed or the risk can be managed. This will be determined by the CSO and
then report to the Accountable Executive.
The CSO will determine the effect the risk will have on TARC from a finical perspective, what
stakeholders are affected and what changes need to implemented. A firm discussion on the needed
changes will need to be firmly discussed with the Accountable Executive and should include all
possible outcomes.
Plans will be developed on how the risk will be managed is implemented to minimize the affects it
will have on TARC.
At this point a review is conducted to determine if another stakeholder needs to take over the
process, conduct more reviews determine the organizational responsibility and accountability.
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6. Safety Assurance
Safety Performance Monitoring and Measurement

Performance Monitoring for Operations and Maintenance procedures
TARC continuously and regularly monitors performance to ensure that safety mitigation is effective.
Maintenance and operational procedures are evaluated, along with safety reporting programs, risk
mitigation tactics, and safety event investigation to identify causal factors.
A monitoring and measurement process is used to ensure compliance with operations and
maintenance procedures.
TARC has a set list of standard operating procedures (SOP's) and rules that employees are
required to follow on a daily basis. All SOP's are standardized and are to be followed by all TARC
personnel, as each SOP is given and governed by each department leader to make sure
compliance is met. To effectively make sure compliance is met and sufficient with TARC's day to
day safety and maintenance operations procedures TARC partakes in the following activities:
Ride Along: TARC's Road Supervisors and Safety Investigators conduct ride along on coaches
and these can happen on a weekly or random basis depending on the need or issue being
analyzed. The objective of this activity is to monitor a Coach Operator's driving habits, customer
service, and any practices or behaviors that may warrant correction/coaching. Supervisors and
Investigators also use this time to celebrate good driving practices and coach through unsafe or
bad habits. Ride along can occur when a complaint is received from customer feedback to further
investigate an operator’s behaviors. All data from ride along are kept in the Transportation
Department or in the employee file (e.g. TARC’s enterprise resource platform, ‘Ellipse’)
Video Review: Whenever an event takes place that is of concern to a Coach Operator, they are
instructed to push the camera button (overt or covert alarm) immediately. However, in the event
that a camera button is not pushed Coach Operators are required to complete an ‘Incident report’
form so that Safety Investigators can complete a video review. Footage is automatically
downloaded to TARC’s video monitoring system, called Safety Fleet, by Seon. The results of the
video review can help determines the causal factors of events along with Coach Operator behaviors
that need to be corrected. The results of the footage review can also help aid in coachable events
for the employee that can be addressed in a meeting or remedial training.
Procedures and activities within the Maintenance department and other administrative departments
are monitored through supervisor observations and analysis of injuries or other employee reported
issues. These are checked against SOPs within the respective department and adjusted
accordingly. This process includes but is not limited to: unacceptable or hazardous conditions
equipment failures and rules and procedure violations. This process applies to all of TARC’s
contractors as well.
Operations Monitoring
Successful monitoring and management of operations includes a series of processes that function
to ensure the implementation and effectiveness of safety risk mitigation, and to ensure that safety
objectives are met or exceeded. This process includes data collection, analysis, and assessment
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of information as well as safety performance monitoring and measurement; management of
change; and continuous improvement. These are described in the following sections and subsections.
Data Collection:
TARC collects data through a variety of methods described in this plan, including daily monitoring
through inspections, observations and evaluations. The data collected will include leading and
lagging indicators. Leading indicators will be used to anticipate and prevent injuries and accidents.
This data source can include information collected from road observations, ride check, safety
blitzes or the ESRP. Lagging indicators will measure what has happen including accidents and
injuries. This metric allows you to analyze historical information, as well as view in real-time if our
risk mitigation plans are reducing the accidents and injuries. Data collected will also include
behavior-based indicators, which measures the unsafe behaviors present in operations. Safety
performance indicators will help measure inputs, outputs, outcomes, or impacts; identifying a signal
or early warning sign. Safety performance targets are quantifiable and are the expected change
over a period of time.
Data Acquisition Process:
TARC Safety and Security Department along with Road Supervisors are responsible for the
information and reporting process of all safety events (accidents, incidents) along with hazardous
conditions received from near miss reporting and other reporting systems or processes.
These process and systems include but are not limited to: accident/ incident reports, employee first
report of injury reports, near miss and daily operations reporting. All TARC personnel are
encouraged to bring all safety related issues or hazards to management or supervisors with the
emphasis being on reporting the issue or concern in a method or format the employee feels
comfortable.
Data Analysis:
The data collected is then in turn analyzed for trends, curves, outliers or other inconsistencies.
Causal factors are determined through investigations and deeper analysis. Identified hazards are
submitted with recommendations for corrective action, after interviews with personnel involved in
the affected department(s) are conducted and documentation is presented.

Investigations of Safety Events
The Director of Safety and/or Safety Investigators are responsible investigating all safety events
including accidents. The Safety Department is also responsible for making sure that safety event
data is recorded and logged into employee database.
All accidents are investigated and classified as preventable or non-preventable. These may be
major incidents that involve fatality(ies), serious injury, multiple injuries, pedestrian strikes, fire
and/or assault. Major incidents are investigated immediately. All other incidents are investigated in
a priority order distributed among Safety Investigators.
Safety Investigators and or Road Supervisor's respond to all safety events. The Director of Safety
responds to accidents of severity with the Safety Investigators to assist with the initial investigation
process. Once an investigation is complete, all necessary information (including photos and video)
pertaining to a specific occurrence is stored in the Safety Department for a period of five (5) years.
Closed files, or files older than five years are kept in permanent storage. Records are retained for
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five years from the date of occurrence. The following are components of the overall investigation
package.
Operator’s Report - completed for any TARC related collision or occurrence, includes: basic
information (driver’s name, time, place, location of vehicles, etc.).
Incident Report - completed for any passenger falls, bumps, seizures, disturbances, etc. or for a
witness to an accident.
Supervisors Investigation Report - utilized by the Road Supervisor when responding to an accident
scene.
First Report of Injury - completed by the employee for any work related injury.
Procedures and process for Safety Investigations
Given the complexity of road operations and the high number of possible types of safety events,
TARC has multiple and procedures that are followed when investigating a safety event involving
TARC property, vehicles, coaches and or personnel.
Safety Investigators and/or Road Supervisors are responsible for responding to safety events such
as accidents and incidents as needed, often on a daily basis. In the event that an accident, incident
or any other safety event is major or life threatening; local law enforcement will also respond and
any information from the incident will be incorporated in the Safety Investigator’s report for that
event. For accident and incidents not involving a Coach Operator, staff members in the
Transportation or Maintenance departments are required to notify the Safety Investigator on duty.
In the event of serious injury or fatality the Accountable Executive will be notified.
For accidents and incidents that involve a Coach or Coach Operator, the following steps are taken:
Coach Operators are required to notify Radio Room if involved in an accident or incident
immediately
Radio Room then notifies a Safety Investigator or a Road Supervisor if Investigator is not available
Safety Investigator is responsible for arriving at the scene in a timely fashion with all the paperwork
and tools to conduct a thorough investigation
Once Safety Investigator is on scene they are responsible for obtaining all information essential to
the details of the investigation; this includes the operator, passengers and all other parties possibly
involved in the event. Safety Investigator then begins the investigation process which includes the
following:
− Taking photos of the scene
− Noting the weather conditions and climate
− Identifying the factors in the safety event
− Collecting essential informational at the scene of the event
− Making a decision if post-accident drug and alcohol screening is needed
− Making a decision if a replacement swap coach is needed
− Making sure the Coach Operator is well enough to continue on route
− Noting vehicle damage and fluids
−
TARC's Chief Safety Officer reviews these activities and reports at least weekly and the resulting
analysis may lead to possible:
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Inspection of equipment
Discipline, Coaching and or Retraining for unsafe rules or work practices
Safety Investigators determinations of safety events preformed in the departments

Activities to monitor information reported through internal safety reporting
programs
The internal safety reporting program consists of traditional and common methods to accomplish
operational safety responsibilities. All accidents and incidents are documented, investigated and
reviewed. Safety and Security personnel lead the process. Incidents are investigated and stored
acording to policy.
Incidents are tracked in spreadsheets (i.,e. Microsoft Excel) and reviewed for trends and
appropriate measures to reduce or eliminate the occurrence. (A new data system called TransTrack
is in the early implementation process with a goal of vastly improving data collection, storage and
analysis).
The data collected is reported through KPIs and reported monthly to the Board of Directors
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Management of Change
The process for identifying Change is as follows:
− Recognize the Change
− Identify the Hazards and Risks (Minimized, Controlled and Totally Avoided)
− Understand the hazards that are controllable (Feasible or Can be Implemented so that no
dangers are presented or does the change created due to the hazard overshadow the
reward)
− Perform a Pre-Safety Review to ensure that all safety measures are in place
− Implement the change after a throughout review of the risk and the impact on employees.
− Ensure that all safety measures are in place and employees are trained properly on the
changes.
− The implementation of the change goes into effect with instructional learning, hands on
training and/or other learning measures are utilized to ensure proper training which will
result in zero accidents or incidents.
− The final process will be to ensure that management and employees execute the new
process, evaluate the changes and ensure that management retains continuous feedback
and reports pertaining to the changes and the day to day operation.

Continuous Improvement
The overall safety performance of the system and the performance of activites will be continuously
measured and evaluated to determine the effectiveness and appropriateness of risk mitiagtions.
The data and information that will be collected through the Safety Assurance activities will inform
possible rrecommendations for improvement, assessments regarding the effectiveness of this plan,
and/or identify areas for improvement. A mitigation and monitoring process is also in place. TARC
will continue to monitor and evaluate, which could lead to revisions in proceses or strategies to
ensure that mitigations are effective.
These activites will include the following:
1. Identify the Hazard and or Risk
2. The Chief Safety Officer will then collect the data concerning the Hazard or Risk and
investigate the deficiencies and the possible impact
3. Coordinate a meeting with other stakeholders that could be potentially impacted by the
deficiencies and develop a plan. The plan will include action items to decrease the potential
deficienes, the impact that it will have on the company or those directly affected by the
potiental deficiency. Once the plan is firm the Chief Safety Officer will then prepare a final
report for the Accountable Executive
4. The Chief Safety Officer will meet with the Accountable Executive to present the Hazard or
Risk, the effect it may have on the company if not address, present the stakeholders, review
the plan on how the deficiency wil be addressed , actionable items that will have to be
address by the Accountable Executive and Stakeholders,
5. The Accountable Executive will then approve the plan, communicate how the plan will
introuduced, monitored and enforced.
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6. The Accountable Executive and the Chief Safety Officer will then implement the plan,
conduct monthly or quarterly reviews on the plan based on the level of severity of the plan,
feedback from the employees/ stakeholders
A mitigation monitoring and change management process helps to ensure that safety performance
monitoring and measurement activities are performed and seek to confirm that mitigations are
effective, appropriate and fully implemented. The mitigation monitoring plan may include the
selected safety risk, mitigation, the indicators or targets, description of how it will be monitored,
timeframe, responsibility and updates. It includes periodic audit of contractor safety plans, Safety
Data Sheets and Personal Protective Equipment requirements and will be conducted by the Safety
and Security team.
The mitigation process does not address the mitigation and monitoring activities that is included in
the Corrective Action Plan, which documents the corrective action and helps address short-term
defects or compliance issues. The Corrective Action Plan is intended to eliminate the behavior that
caused the event, while mitigation monitoring is to continuously monitor the hazard. The mitigation
process is managed by the Safety and Security team with assistance from departmental leads. The
mitigation process requires periodic reviews to ensure that the risk level is being mitigated and
reduction of the frequency of the hazard is taking place.
Additionally, as needed, internal reviews are used to compliment safety efforts and serve to gauge
safety effectiveness. Reviews are necessary in achieving the objectives of this plan and include
compliance with management safety policies identified in the plan. Some reviews are targeted to
areas of concern discovered perhaps in data analysis or as a result of an unforeseen event. Safety
reviews or spot checks are sometimes traceable to a single activity. For example: Lug nut checks,
horns, lights, brakes or other system safety checks. Reviews of operator files reveal training needs
and documentation completeness, and allow for a more thorough training effort. System
documentation is also reviewed. Types of documentation include those referenced in this plan
along with incident reports, maintenance inspections, etc.
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7. Safety Promotion
Competencies and Training
All employees undergo new hire training based upon the specific job description and function. This
training includes all employees including, operators, trainers, supervisors, maintenance staff,
operations and management personnel.
Annual refresher training on key areas will be conducted along with periodic promotion of
prevention activities. Maintenance department monthly training focuses on OSHA compliance for
shop safety. The training complies with current state and federal standards and covers potential
safety and health hazards as well as safe work practices and procedures to eliminate or minimize
hazards.
Coach Operators receive refresher training annually or remedial training as needed throughout
their employment. The training topics can include, but is not limited to, defensive driving techniques,
Americans with Disabilities and wheelchair securement activities, pedestrian and bicyclist
awareness; these training activities may include behind-the-wheel or other methods for hands on
training. The training provided will help to evaluate job skills and determine if subsequent retraining
is needed.
Employees who are returning to work after an extended leave or employees who have been
involved in an accident will receive refresher skill training. Training, retraining, proficiency checks
and safety meeting attendance will be recorded and documented. Training records are kept by the
department and will include the following:
• Date of Training
• Employee Names
• Copies of training materials
• Training Subject
• Location of Training
• Name of Trainer
• Signature of Trainer and trainee
Job knowledge and skills are verified through observations and evaluations. Job specific training
programs have been developed to enhance safety skills necessary for safe, secure, and reliable
customer service. A training audit and training needs assessment will be conducted at least biannually, or as a result of activities or actions resulting from this plan’s implementation.

Safety Communication
The Safety and Security Department is responsible for communicating information about this plan
and works with other departmnets to ensure employees are made aware of their responsibilities for
upholding a safety culture, the tenets of this plan and the safety policy statement.
Safety and Security Department employees maintain a continuous safety communication campaign
via meetings, memos, bulletins, toolbox talks, other safety messages and the efforts of the Health
and Safety Committee. Every month the Safety and Security team members prepare a safety and
injury prevention topic that is reviewed to refresh fundamentals and key learning points.
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Information concerning safety hazards or issues is provided to employees through new hire,
refresher or remedial training, safety committee meeting minutes, company–wide or departmental
meetings, safety buzz sessions, memos or other written communications. Information may be
distributed in printed format and/or displayed on digital message boards throughout TARC’s
facilities. A Safety Executive Brief is emailed to senior management that includes on accidents and
incdients that occurred the previous day.
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Additional Information
Supporting Documentation
TARC retains required safety management documentation for at least three (3) years and will
make this documentation available upon request to the FTA or other oversight agencies.
Definitions of Special Terms
Term

Definition

Hazard: A condition that is pre-requisite to a mishap.
Risk: An expression of the possibility of a mishap in terms of hazard
severity and hazard probability•
Hazard: A condition that is pre-requisite to a mishap.
Risk: An expression of the possibility of a mishap in terms of hazard
severity and hazard probability.
Safety: Freedom from accidental danger
System Safety: The application of engineering and management
principles, criteria, and techniques to optimize safety within the
constraints of operational effectiveness, time, and cost throughout all
phases of the system life cycle.
Acceptable Risk: The residual risk remaining after controls have been
applied to associated hazards.
Assumed Risk: A specific, analyzed, residual risk accepted at an
appropriate level of management. Ideally the risk has had analysis of
alternatives for increasing control and evaluation of significance of
consequences.
Accident: An unplanned and sometimes injurious or damaging event that
interrupts the normal progress of an activity and is invariably preceded
by an unsafe act or unsafe condition or some combination thereof.
Catastrophic: The possibility of death or system loss exists, thereby
requiring immediate cessation of the activity or operation until the unsafe
act or condition is remedied.
Critical: The potential for sever injury, illness of major system damage
exists requiring immediate action.
Marginal: Conditions exist that may result in minor injury or minor system
damage.
Negligible: Conditions or actions exist that have only slight potential or
no ability of causing minor injury or system damage.
Frequent: Likely to occur regularly or continuously
Probable: Will occur several times in the life of an item or in fleet inventor
Occasional: Likely to occur sometime in the life of an item
Remote: Unlikely but possible to occur in the life of an item.
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Improbable: So unlikely, it can be assumed occurrence may not be
experienced.

List of Acronyms
Acronym

Word or Phrase

TARC

TRANSIT AUTHORITY OF RIVER CITY

CSO
SOP
ESRP
TAM
KPI

Chief Safety Officer
Standard Operating Procedure
Employee Safety Reporting Program
Transit Asset Management Plan
Key Performance Indicator
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Appendix and Attachments
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Continuous Improvement Process
Definition: Continuous Improvement Process is an ongoing effort to
improve products, services, or processes. Those processes are
constantly evaluated and improved in the light of their efficiency, effectiveness and
flexibility.
Purpose: The purpose of CPI is designed to empower employees to solve problems that
negatively affect them and gradually improve the efficiency of their work processes.

Define

Define and collect data on the concerning the hazard or risk.

Identify

Select a plan that
best fits the hazard or
risk as well as
minimizes
deficiencies.

Select

Investigate deficiencies and possible impacts to the
company. Identify and develop plans for change.

Once a plan is selected and approved,
implementation of the plan will occur. Monthly and
quarterly reviews required.

Implement

Review and
identify
how the
implemented changes have assisted in
the process. Make additional changes if
needed.

Evaluate

Risk Mitigation Process
Definition: Risk Mitigation is a strategy to reduce and manage the impact of a
potential identified risk and/or hazard to an acceptable level.
Purpose: The Risk Mitigation process will assist and prepare TARC to consistently
monitor to see if changes need to be made or the course of action currently being taken
is the most efficient for the current risk or hazard.

Assume
and
Accept
Risk

Determine if the risk: (1) needs immediate action, (2) is a threat, but does not
require immediate action or (3) if it can be managed.

Avoidance
of Risk

Implement a plan for
the
risk
and
determine how it will
be managed in efforts
to
minimize
the
effects it will have on
the agency.

Determine the effects that the risk may have on the
agency and what changes should be implemented.

Determine if transferring the strain of the risk
and it’s consequences to another party is
needed.

Controlling
Risk

Watching and identifying any changes
that can affect the impact of the risk.

Transfer
Risk

Watch
and
Monitor

Risk Assessment Matrix
Likelihood / Severity

Catastrophic (1)

Serious (2)

Marginal (3)

Frequent (A)

HIGH (1A)

HIGH (2A)

MEDIUM (3A)

Occasional (B)

HIGH (1B)

MEDIUM (2B)

LOW (3B)

Remote (C)

MEDIUM (1C)

MEDIUM (2B)

LOW (3C)

Safety Risk Index
HIGH
MEDIUM
LOW

Criteria by Index
Unacceptable – Action Required:
Safety risk must be mitigated or eliminated.
Undesirable – Management Decision:
Executive management must decide whether to accept
safety risk with monitoring or require additional action.
Acceptable with Review:
Safety risk is acceptable pending management review.

